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Idea and Methods of Legal Research - P. Ishwara
Bhat 2019-09-05
Legal research examines subject matter
enshrouded in social circumstances in order to
conceptualize theories and prepare a future
course of action. This dynamic, interroses-in-december-m-c-chagla-pdf

disciplinary, and labyrinthine character of legal
research requires researchers to be fluid,
eclectic, and analytical in their approach. Idea
and Methods of Legal Research unearths how
the thinking process is to be streamlined in
research, how a theme is built on the basis of
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comprehensive and intensive study, and the
paths through which notions of objectivity,
feminism, ethics, and purposive character of
knowledge are to be understood. The book first
explains the meaning, evolution, and scope of
legal research, and discusses objectivity and
ethics in legal research. It engages with the
requirements, advantages, and limits of various
doctrinal and non-doctrinal methods and tools,
and the points to be considered in selecting a
suitable method or combination of methods. It
highlights analytical, historical, philosophical,
comparative, qualitative, and quantitative
methods of legal research. The book then goes
on to discuss the use of multi-method legal
research, policy research, action research, and
feminist legal research and finally, reflects on
research-based critical legal writing, as opposed
to client-related legal writing. This book, thus, is
a comprehensive answer to key questions one
faces in legal research.
Nice Guys Finish Second - Braj Kumar Nehru
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1997
Memoirs of an Indian civil servant.
Lal Bahadur Shastri - Chandrika Prasad
Srivastava 1995
Lal Bahadur Shastri, 1904-1966, former prime
minister of India.
Honeybees of Solomon - Ke. T̲t̲i Tōmas 2008
This book contains reminiscences of the Author
as Judge for twenty-five years. Apart from a few
travelogue and acquaintances with personages,
the descriptions are live stories of human life
displayed in different courts where he was
judge. The author has avoided narrating
matrimonial disputes due to statutory
constraints. The narratives have been
recollected from memory. Yet care was taken to
mention only true facts, though all truths are not
included, lest, it might injure the feelings of
others. This is intended only for the readers to
have easy reading on some interesting episodes
of human life.
Rising India - Rajesh Basrur 2017-03-31
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While India’s prospects as a rising power and its
material position in the international system
have received significant attention, little
scholarly work exists on India’s status in
contemporary world politics. This Routledge
Focus book charts the ways in which India’s
international strategies of status seeking have
evolved from Independence up to the present
day. The authors focus on the social dimensions
of status, seeking to build on recent conceptual
scholarship on status in world politics. The book
shows how India has made a partial, though
incomplete, shift from seeking status by
rejecting material power and proximity to major
powers, to seeking status by embracing both
material power and major power relationships.
However, it also challenges traditional
understandings of the linear relationship
between material power and status. Seven
decades of Indian status seeking reveal that the
enhancement of material power is one of only
several routes Indian leaders have envisaged to
roses-in-december-m-c-chagla-pdf

lead to higher status. By arguing that a state
requires more than material power to achieve
status, this book reshapes understandings of
both status seeking and Indian foreign policy. It
will be of interest to academics and policy
makers in the fields of international relations,
foreign policy, and Indian studies.
India Since Independence: Making Sense Of
Indian Politics - Ananth V. Krishna 2011-09
Roses in December - Mahomedali Currim
Chagla 2000
Memoirs of a Bystander - Iqbal Akhund 1997
Memoirs of a Bystander is a candid account by a
pioneer diplomat of Pakistan of some major
events in the country's diplomatic history.
Blending pen-pictures of the eminent
personalities whom he met or had to deal with Ayub, Shastri, Bhutto, Zia, Nasser, Tito - with
description, analysis and anecdotes, Iqbal
Akhund's highly readable, and at times, amusing
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account casts a fresh light on critical and still
controversial events in Pakistan's history.
Pt. Kanhaiya Lal Misra - My Father - Munindra
Misra 2018-11-19
The reader gets a personal glimpse of Pt.
Kanhaiya Lal Misra - his love for his wife, a poet,
a loving father, with eagerness to help and a
very tender, calm person at heart with overflowing love for the family and people around.
Since there was a major gap of around 50 years
between father and son - the outlook of the
author does give a different view to the towering
personality of this great legal luminary and one
of the strongly dedicated upholders of the legal
institution of India. Quotes on Pt K. L. Misra
Justice S.R. Das, Chief Justice of India Mr. Misra,
why don't you more often appear in the Supreme
Court? In the cases in which you appear it raises
the standard of our judgments. Sri. S.N. Mulla,
Senior Criminal Advocate Mr. Misra never
clamoured for the front line. He took his seat
wherever he found one. But he never knew - it
roses-in-december-m-c-chagla-pdf

was not the front bench but wherever he sat
became the focus of attraction. Sri Shanti
Bhushan, Law Minister Of India and Senior
Advocate He was such a versatile and noble man
that the like of him may not be born again.
Legal Eagles - Indu Bhan 2015-08-31
Harish Salve failed his CA exam twice. Mukul
Rohatgi was unable to secure a place at the Law
Faculty, Delhi University. Rohinton Nariman was
trained to become a Parsi priest. Legal Eagles
examines the lives and times of India’s top seven
lawyers, who fought some of the country’s
landmark courtroom battles. Tracing their
journey from their childhood days to the present,
the book highlights the important milestones of
their careers, their victories and failures, their
influences, and their work ethic and role models,
demonstrating that the path to success is paved
with determination, grit and challenges.
Journalist Indu Bhan gives a ringside view of the
most significant case handled by each of these
lawyers, including the Vodafone tax case,
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Coalgate and the 2G spectrum controversy,
among others.
The Interface of Domestic and International
Factors in India’s Foreign Policy - Johannes
Dragsbaek Schmidt 2021-02-15
This book investigates the interplay of internal
and external constraints, challenges and
possibilities regarding foreign policy in India. It
is the first attempt to systematically analyse and
focus on the different actors and institutions in
the domestic and international contexts who
impose and push for various directions in India’s
foreign policy. Rather than focusing on any one
particular theme, the book explores the myriad
aspects of foreign policymaking and the close
interface between the domestic and external
aspects in Indian policymaking. In turn, this
relates to the structural issues shaping and
reshaping the Asian regional dynamics and
India’s connectivity within a globalized world.
This book will be of great interest to
postgraduate students; scholars of Asian
roses-in-december-m-c-chagla-pdf

Studies, development, and political science and
international relations; and all those involved in
policy – especially foreign policy – within India
and South Asia. It will also be useful for people
working in professional branches of consultancy
and the private sector dealing with India and
with South Asia in general.
Forged in Crisis - Rudra Chaudhuri 2014-03-30
Rudra Chaudhuri's book examines a series of
crises that led to far-reaching changes in India's
approach to the United States, defining the
contours of what is arguably the imperative
relationship between America and the global
South. Forged in Crisis provides a fresh
interpretation of India's advance in foreign
affairs under the stewardship of Prime Ministers
Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira Gandhi, Atal Bihari
Vajpayee, and finally, Manmohan Singh. It
reveals the complex and distinctive manner in
which India sought to pursue at once material
interests and ideas, while meticulously
challenging the shakier and largely untested
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reading of 'non-alignment' palpable in most
works on Indian foreign policy and international
relations. From the Korean War in 1950 to the
considered debate within India on sending
troops to Iraq in 2003, and from the loss of
territory to China and the subsequent talks on
Kashmir with Pakistan in 1962-63 to the signing
of a civil nuclear agreement with Washington in
2008, Chaudhuri maps Indian negotiating styles
and behaviour and how these shaped and
informed decisions vital to its strategic interest,
in turn redefining its relationship with the
United States.
Courage & Commitment - Margaret Alva 2016
Autobiography of a politician.
A History of Foreign Students in Britain - H.
Perraton 2014-06-17
Foreign students have travelled to Britain for
centuries and, from the beginning, attracted
controversy. This book explores changing British
policy and practice, and changing student
experience, set within the context of British
roses-in-december-m-c-chagla-pdf

social and political history.
Law in the Scientific Era - M. Hidayatullah
2004-05
Law and Identity in Colonial South Asia - Mitra
Sharafi 2014-04-21
This book explores the legal culture of the
Parsis, or Zoroastrians, an ethnoreligious
community unusually invested in the colonial
legal system of British India and Burma. Rather
than trying to maintain collective autonomy and
integrity by avoiding interaction with the state,
the Parsis sank deep into the colonial legal
system itself. From the late eighteenth century
until India's independence in 1947, they became
heavy users of colonial law, acting as lawyers,
judges, litigants, lobbyists, and legislators. They
de-Anglicized the law that governed them and
enshrined in law their own distinctive models of
the family and community by two routes:
frequent intra-group litigation often managed by
Parsi legal professionals in the areas of
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marriage, inheritance, religious trusts, and libel,
and the creation of legislation that would
become Parsi personal law. Other South Asian
communities also turned to law, but none seems
to have done so earlier or in more pronounced
ways than the Parsis.
Kashmir - Mahomedali Currim Chagla 1964
The Wit and Wisdom of Nani A. Palkhivala Jignesh R. Shah 2015-09-10
this book contains select quotations classified
subjectwise under various chapters from his
writings and speeches over six decades of his
working life. the book introduces the man
through his thoughts and ideas with the aim of
inspiring readers, particularly the youth.
Courting Destiny - Shanti Bhushan 2008-12-17
Born in 1925, Shanti Bhushan was witness to the
formative years of the Indian republic. Courting
Destiny traces the remarkable story of his life--the family's origins in the town of Bijnor in the
United Provinces, the experience of growing up
roses-in-december-m-c-chagla-pdf

in a joint family in Allahabad, initial encounters
with the law when the Constitution of India was
being framed, the distinguished career as a
lawyer and law minister, culminating in the
campaign for judicial accountability. These
memoirs provide a participant's account of some
of the most interesting and seminal cases that
laid the foundations of India's constitutional
history. They include the Keshav Singh case of
1964 which led to the first standoff between the
executive and the judiciary; Indira Gandhi's
election case which unseated her as prime
minister, leading to the imposition of the
Emergency; the habeas corpus case where the
Supreme Court declared that during an
emergency there is no right to life or liberty and
hence no recourse against illegal detention; and
the parliament attack case in which the Supreme
Court, while acquitting Shaukat Guru of all
charges of conspiracy, convicted him on a
charge for which he was never accused.
Together, they offer a broad perspective of the
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evolution of Indian law and the interpretation of
the Constitution. Courting Destiny affords us a
glimpse of the many fundamental and farreaching political and constitutional changes
that took place in the decades following
independence. The descriptions of Shanti
Bhushan's brief involvement in party politics and
his time as law minister in the post-Emergency
Janata government make for a fascinating
insider's account of an important phase of the
nation's life. In this narration of the author's life
and work, the personal, the professional and the
public unfold seamlessly, never at the cost of
one or the other. Written in a direct and
engaging style, laced with gentle humour,
Courting Destiny will appeal to all those
interested in India's legal, constitutional and
political history. At a time when both the Bar
and the Bench are under a cloud, the illustrious
sixty-year career of Shanti Bhushan will be a
source of inspiration for young advocates.
Antimemoirs - André Malraux 1968
roses-in-december-m-c-chagla-pdf

Before Memory Fades - Fali S. Nariman
2010-06-01
Before Memory Fades by Fali S. Nariman is a
revelatory, comprehensive and perceptive
autobiography – candid, compelling and
authoritative.Internationally admired and
respected, Fali S. Nariman is a senior advocate
of the Supreme Court of India. He began his
career at the Bombay High Court in November
1950, and has since been active in the legal
profession. Over the years, he has held several
prestigious posts at both the national and
international levels. He became a Member of
Parliament (Rajya Sabha) in November 1999. He
is the recipient of the Padma Bhushan (1991)
and the Padma Vibhushan (2007). Starting with
his formative years, when he had the good
fortune to interact with many eminent judges
and advocates, Fali S. Nariman moves on to deal
with a wide variety of important subjects, such
as, the sanctity of the Indian Constitution and
attempts to tamper with it. crucial cases that
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have made a decisive impact on the nation,
especially on the interpretation of the law, the
relationship between the political class and the
judiciary, the cancer of corruption and how to
combat this menace, the author outlines
measures to restore the now-low credibility of
the legal profession, he also delineates his role
in several high-profile cases. In recognition of
his track record, the Government of India
nominated him to the Rajya Sabha. He describes
the highlights of his tenure there. Both members
of the legal profession and the lay reader will
find the contents informative and useful.
My Life: Law and Other Things - Motilal
Chimanlal Setalvad 1971
Nani Palkhivala - Soli J. Sorabjee 2012
The Partial View - William Somerset Maugham
1954
The Rebel - Susan Adelman 2017-03
roses-in-december-m-c-chagla-pdf

Understanding Kashmir and Kashmiris Christopher Snedden 2015
Examines the strategic and historical
circumstances surrounding the British creation
and handing over of the Princely State of Jammu
and Kashmir, the Maharaja's accession to India,
and the unintended consequences of these
actions.
On Balance - Leila Seth 2008
A Delightful Read The Hindu The First Woman
Chief Justice Of A High Court In India, The First
Woman Judge Of The Delhi High Court, The First
Woman To Top The Bar Examinations In London:
Leila Seth Has Led A Full Life. In This
Autobiography, Leila Talks About Its Joyous As
Well As Its Difficult Moments. Figuring
Prominently Are Her Early Years Of
Homelessness And Struggle, Her Straying Into
Law While In England With Her Husband Premo,
And Later Practising In Patna, Calcutta And
Delhi; And Her Happy Marriage Of Over Fifty
Years, Including The Experience Of Bringing Up
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Three Remarkable Children: Writer Vikram, Zen
Buddhist Dharmacharya Shantum And FilmMaker Aradhana. Intertwining Family Life With
Professional, Leila Movingly Describes The Years
After Her Father S Premature Death When As
Children They Were Obliged To Live With
Friends. There Are Also Delightful Vignettes:
Premo And Her Turning An Old Mansion Into A
Splendid Home In Patna, Vikram S Writing Of
The Novel A Suitable Boy, Shantum S Ordination
As A Buddhist Teacher By Thich Nhat Hanh And
Aradhana S Marriage To Peter, An Austrian
Diplomat, And Work As Art Director On Films
Like Earth And Water. Intimate, Intricate,
Charming And Often Amusing, On Balance
Presents A Rich And Heart-Warming Portrait Of
An Exceptional Woman, Her Family And Her
Times.
Islamic Civilization in South Asia - Burjor
Avari 2013
Muslims have been present in South Asia for 14
centuries. Nearly 40% of the people of this vast
roses-in-december-m-c-chagla-pdf

land mass follow the religion of Islam, and
Muslim contribution to the cultural heritage of
the sub-continent has been extensive. This
textbook provides both undergraduate and
postgraduate students, as well as the general
reader, with a comprehensive account of the
history of Islam in India, encompassing political,
socio-economic, cultural and intellectual aspects.
Using a chronological framework, the book
discusses the main events in each period
between c. 600 CE and the present day, along
with the key social and cultural themes. It
discusses a range of topics, including: How
power was secured, and how was it exercised
The crisis of confidence caused by the arrival of
the West in the sub-continent How the IndoIslamic synthesis in various facets of life and
culture came about Excerpts at the end of each
chapter allow for further discussion, and
detailed maps alongside the text help visualise
the changes through each time period.
Introducing the reader to the issues concerning
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the Islamic past of South Asia, the book is a
useful text for students and scholars of South
Asian History and Religious Studies.
Her Last Wish - Ajay K Pandey 2016-12-20
His father's over expectations only ruined his
self-confidence further with each failure. A ray
of hope walked into his life as his wife, a
charismatic personality spreading joy wherever
she went. Everything is going per plan, but
darkness comes knocking soon. He finds out that
she does not have much time to live and takes it
upon himself to fight all odds – even his family, if
need be – to help her fight her medical
condition. His father sees his own redemption in
helping them; he knows his son will be a winner
only if he will fight for her, with her. Will a
defeated son prove himself to be a good
husband? Will the father-son duo together be
able to change the course of fate? Her Last Wish
is an inspiring story of love, relationships and
sacrifice, which proves once again how a good
wife makes the best husband.
roses-in-december-m-c-chagla-pdf

Why I Am a Hindu - Shashi Tharoor
2018-05-22
Hinduism is one of the world's oldest and
greatest religious traditions. In captivating
prose, Shashi Tharoor untangles its origins, its
key philosophical concepts and texts. He
explores everyday Hindu beliefs and practices,
from worship to pilgrimage to caste, and
touchingly reflects on his personal beliefs and
relationship with the religion. Not one to shy
from controversy, Tharoor is unsparing in his
criticism of 'Hindutva', an extremist, nationalist
Hinduism endorsed by India's current
government. He argues urgently and
persuasively that it is precisely because of
Hinduism's rich diversity that India has survived
and thrived as a plural, secular nation. If narrow
fundamentalism wins out, Indian democracy
itself is in peril.
Neither Roses Nor Thorns - H. R. Khanna 1989
Jinnah, Pakistan and Islamic Identity - Akbar
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Ahmed 2005-08-12
Every generation needs to reinterpret its great
men of the past. Akbar Ahmed, by revealing
Jinnah's human face alongside his heroic
achievement, both makes this statesman
accessible to the current age and renders his
greatness even clearer than before. Four men
shaped the end of British rule in India: Nehru,
Gandhi, Mountbatten and Jinnah. We know a
great deal about the first three, but Mohammed
Ali Jinnah, the founder of Pakistan, has mostly
either been ignored or, in the case of Richard
Attenborough's hugely successful film about
Gandhi, portrayed as a cold megalomaniac, bent
on the bloody partition of India. Akbar Ahmed's
major study redresses the balance. Drawing on
history, semiotics and cultural anthropology as
well as more conventional biographical
techniques, Akbar S. Ahmad presents a rounded
picture of the man and shows his relevance as
contemporary Islam debates alternative forms of
political leadership in a world dominated (at
roses-in-december-m-c-chagla-pdf

least in the Western media) by figures like
Colonel Gadaffi and Saddam Hussein.
India's Legal System - Fali S Nariman
2017-05-24
An incisive and comprehensive view of India’s
legal process and its key issues India has the
second-largest legal profession in the world, but
the systemic delays and chronic impediments of
its judicial system inspire little confidence in the
common person. In India’s Legal System,
renowned constitutional expert and senior
Supreme Court lawyer Fali S. Nariman explores
the possible reasons. While realistically
appraising the criminal justice system and the
performance of legal practitioners, he elaborates
on the different aspects of contemporary
practice, such as public interest litigation,
judicial review and activism. In lucid, accessible
language, Nariman discusses key social issues
such as inequality and affirmative action,
providing real cases as illustrations of the onground situation. This frank and thought-
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provoking book offers valuable insights into
India’s judicial system and maps a possible road
ahead to make justice available to all.
The Life of Gladstone - John Morley 1927
Mother Teresa - Aroup Chatterjee 2016
"The popular tendency is to defy myths, gurus
and personalities without investigating the
claims thoroughly. Mother Teresa is one such
name. Does Mother Teresa deserve her
reputation as the most charitable person who
ever lived ? This book makes for a gripping but
disconcerting read."--Publisher's description.
Strictly Personal - Daman Singh 2014-08-15
'Clearing my throat, I announce that I havean
idea for my next book. My mother smiles
encouragingly. My father shows nosign of having
heard. He is immersed in an editorial,no doubt
another scathing comment on the state ofthe
nation. Bravely, I continue. I say I am thinking
ofwriting a book about them.' Strictly Personal:
Manmohan and Gursharan is that book. In 2004,
roses-in-december-m-c-chagla-pdf

Manmohan Singh became prime minister of
India. Over the next ten years he led the country
through opportunities and challenges,not
without some controversy. But this is not that
story. This is the story of what went before, and
it is told by his daughter Daman Singh. It charts
the journey of a young boy growing up in
undivided India, battling family hardship to
pursue his dream of higher education,
determining his intellectual and moral compass
and learning to live life on his own terms. It is
equally about Gursharan Kaur, the womanwith
whom he made that life. Vivacious and talented
Gursharan, the centre of the family and of the
circle of friends they shared. And about their
three daughters, Upinder, Daman and Amrit,
growing up with aresilient mother and a
workaholic father who stepped into the
limelight. Based on conversations with her
parents and hours spent in libraries and
archives, this honest and affectionate memoir
provides new insights into the former prime
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minister and his wife. Movingfrom Gah,
Nowshera and Peshawar; through Amritsar,
Patiala and Hoshiarpur; to Chandigarh,
Cambridge and Oxford; then New York, Bombay
and Geneva; and on to New Delhi, this intimate
portrayal of two lives is also the history of a
nation unfolding over half a century.
A Vision for Change - Brij V. Lal 2011-11-01
"Dr Lal's book is more than an eloquent account
of the political struggle of one of Fiji's
outstanding leaders. It is a timely reminder that
the process of constitutional change hangs in the
balance, as it did at the time of Mr Patel's death.
I hope his example will inspire future
generations in Fiji to realise the vision
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articulated by a brilliant and courageous
advocate of democracy, and a loyal son of Fiji." Late Adi Kuini Bavadra
Jinnah of Pakistan - Stanley A. Wolpert
2005-07-12
This Is The First Scholarly Biography Of One Of
The Most Important Political Figure Of The
Modern World.
Story of a Chief Justice - Ullal
Lakshminarayana Bhat 2013
A Little Work, a Little Play - Hardit Singh
Malik 2009*
Autobiography of a former Indian diplomat.
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